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Abstract: High-level, all-electron, density functional calculations on a 104-atom model (B3LYP/6-311G**
level) have been used, in conjunction with high-resolution X-ray structural data, to predict the remarkable
paramagnetic contact shifts recently measured for1H, 2H, 13C, and15N nuclei inClostridium pasteurianum
rubredoxin. Three published X-ray structures for the Fe(III) rubredoxin fromC. pasteurianumwere employed
to construct a 104-atom model for the iron center that included all atoms shown to have strong electronic
interactions with the Fe. Each of these models served as a starting point for quantum mechanical calculations
at level B3LYP/6-311G**, which, in turn, yielded calculated values for Fermi contact spin densities. The
results indicate that the experimental hyperfine shifts are dominated by Fermi contact interactions: calculated
Fermi contact spin densities were found to correlate linearly with isotropic hyperfine1H, 2H, 13C, and15N
NMR chemical shifts determined for Fe(III) rubredoxin. At the current level of hyperfine peak assignments
(all signals assigned to residue and atom types; some assigned to sequence specifically), comparisons were
made between experimental shifts and those calculated from the structural model derived from each of the
three X-ray structures. For Fe(III) rubredoxin, theR2 values for the correlation between the calculated spin
densities and experimental chemical shifts ranged, depending on the model, from 0.93 to 0.96 for 12 experimental
2H signals and from 0.85 to 0.96 for 12 experimental15N signals. The correlation with experiment was improved
by performing partial geometry optimizations at B3LYP/3-21G* on two of the 104-atom models. In particular,
theR2 correlation with experimental15N chemical shifts was improved from 0.85 to 0.94 upon optimizing the
positions of the nitrogen bound protons reported for one of the X-ray structures. A small increase in the
correlation with experiment was also found after optimizing the positions of theR- andâ-protons of the cysteines
of another model. The consistent overall agreement between calculation and experiment supports the validity
and usefulness of combining quantum chemical methods with NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography
for the testing and refinement of molecular structures. Significantly poorer correlations with experiment were
obtained when hypothetical Fe(II) models, derived from two of the X-ray structures of Fe(III) rubredoxin,
were used as the basis for the spin density calculations; this suggests that the protein undergoes subtle structural
changes upon reduction.

Introduction

Rubredoxins represent the simplest type of iron-sulfur
proteins, in that they contain a single iron ion ligated by sulfur
atoms from a surrounding cage of four cysteine residues. A
simplified model of the iron-sulfur center is shown in Figure
1. Whereas the rubredoxin fromPseudomonas oleoVoranshas
been shown to be involved in the hydroxylation of alkanes,1-3

the biological function of the rubredoxin fromClostridium
pasteurianumremains to be discovered. The X-ray structures
of several rubredoxins have been reported,4-9 including two
independent structures ofC. pasteurianumrubredoxin at resolu-

tions as high as 0.9 Å.9 In addition, rubredoxins have been
investigated extensively by NMR,10-16EPR,17,18Mossbauer,19,20

and MCD21 spectroscopy.

† Coordinates for the model structures, the input data for the Gaussian
94 calculations, and the calculated values for the Fermi contact spin densities
have been deposited at BioMagResBank (URL: http://www.bmrb.wisc.edu)
under the following accession numbers (in parentheses): oxidized rubre-
doxin models (4118); reduced rubredoxin models (4119). Except as noted
above, all calculations were performed at B3LYP/6-311G**.
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Rubredoxins provide attractive targets for detailed theoretical
investigations, owing to the simplicity of their iron environment
(relative to other iron-sulfur proteins) and the wealth of
experimental data available for comparison. Previous theoretical
studies on iron-sulfur proteins have focused primarily on
calculations of the charge distribution and redox potential of
the small synthetic rubredoxin analogues22-25 studied by Holm
and co-workers.26,27 Our interest lies in studying the remarkably
large chemical shifts that have been measured for1H, 2H, 13C,
and 15N nuclei near the iron center, reflecting conjugative
interactions with the paramagnetic center.16 These shifts are
evidently an extremely sensitive probe of protein structure and
function, and a more complete theoretical understanding of their
electronic origin could considerably advance the utility of NMR
investigations of this class of proteins.
TheC. pasteurianumrubredoxin apoprotein has been over-

produced inEscherichia coliand reconstitutedin Vitro16 to
obtain the recombinant holoprotein, which is abbreviated here
as “Rdx”. Rdx samples were labeled uniformly with13C and/
or 15N or selectively with2H, 13C, and 15N, leading to full
assignments for the diamagnetic1H, 13C, and15N signals28,29

and to partial assignments for paramagnetically shifted1H, 2H,
13C, and15N resonances16 in both the Fe(III) and Fe(II) forms

of the protein. This wealth of NMR data, exhibiting sensitive
dependence on minor changes in local structure, provide an
excellent framework for testing the utility of quantum mechan-
ical calculations to predict realistic NMR spectra from inde-
pendently determined structural models.
In paramagnetic molecules, the spatial distribution of electrons

of “up” (R) and “down” (â) spin is generally different, leading
to nonzero spin densities distributed throughout the system. For
atomic orbitals with zero orbital angular momentum (s orbitals),
the characteristic nonvanishing wave function amplitude (“cusp”)
at the origin leads to nonzero spin density (a net imbalance
betweenR andâ spin) at the position of the nucleus. Positive
spin density at the nucleus causes a shift of the NMR signal of
that nucleus to higher frequency (downfield), while negative
spin density shifts the peak to lower frequency (upfield).
Atomic orbitals originating from neighboring nuclei can also
contribute spin density at the position of the nucleus of interest.
This isotropic shift mechanism, termed the Fermi contact
interaction,30 is the focus of the present study.
Alternative approaches have been developed for utilizing the

structural information inherent in electron-nuclear (hyperfine)
interactions in paramagnetic biological macromolecules. Several
recent investigations have exploited through-space metal-
centered dipolar interactions (pseudocontact interactions) includ-
ing studies of the docking of cytochromeb5 with cytochrome
c,31 refinement of the solution structure of horse heart ferricy-
tochromec by the addition of paramagnetic dipolar constraints,32

and investigation of conformational changes in horseradish
peroxidase induced by substrate binding.33

Much work has gone into developing techniques for calculat-
ing Fermi contact coupling constants based onab initio34-37

and density functional methods,34,37-43 and the latter have proven
particularly efficient for treating transition metal species.
Because the isotropic shifts experienced by NMR-active nuclei
in the proximity of the iron center of rubredoxin are dominated
by the Fermi contact interaction, and since high-resolution
structural models are available for this protein, rubredoxin
qualifies as an excellent candidate for theoretical investigation.
Previous theoretical studies of the contact interaction in smaller
species have noted the profound dependence on molecular
geometry.42,43 This sensitivity to geometry suggests the utility
of combining Fermi contact shifted NMR data and quantum
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Figure 1. Two-dimensional representation of the covalent (lines) and
H-bonding (arrows) network for the residues included in the simplified
structural models of the iron-sulfur site in rubredoxin. The Sγ atoms
of the four cysteines are denoted by “S”; the other letters are
conventional single-letter amino acid designations.
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chemical methods to refine protein structures, particularly in
cases for which NMR techniques relying on NOE or scalar
coupling are ineffective (e.g., due to relaxation effects caused
by electron-nuclear interactions). The development of such a
combined theoretical/experimental methodology for iron-sulfur
proteins is the goal of the present work.

Methods

Structural Models. The input structures for the quantum chemical
calculations were derived from three high-resolution X-ray crystal
structures of oxidizedC. pasteurianumrubredoxin. The resolution in
all three was sufficiently high that hydrogens were included in the
structural models deposited in the Protein Data Bank (URL: http://
www.pdb.bnl.gov).44,45 Two structures were derived from data collected
at 1.2 Å resolution: in one model (5RXN), structural constraints had
been imposed during refinement, whereas in the other (4RXN), no
restraints were imposed during the refinement process.4,5 The third
structure (1IRO) was derived from data at 1.1 Å resolution which had
been refined using the SHELXL-93 program.9 Each of these coordinate
sets was truncated in an identical fashion to produce the three, 104-
atom, initial models of oxidized rubredoxin used for the calculations:
5RXN-M, 4RXN-M, and 1IRO-M (Table 1).
The X-ray structure of the corresponding reduced Fe(II)C. pasteur-

ianumrubredoxin has been solved at 0.9 Å resolution, and the structures
of the oxidized and reduced protein are reported to be highly similar,9

but the coordinates are not yet available for the latter. In the absence
of an experimentally derived structure for reduced rubredoxin, the
4RXN-M and 5RXN-M geometries (see Table 1 for nomenclature of
rubredoxin models) for Fe(III) rubredoxin were therefore taken as
provisional structural models for the reduced species (Table 1).
The goal in selecting a tractable model structure for the calculations

was to make the model as simple as possible, while retaining enough
atoms to produce a realistic electronic environment at the atoms of
interest, including all nuclei known be characterized by large, hyperfine
NMR shifts. Figure 1 shows a simple two-dimensional picture of the
residues included in the chosen model, with their covalent and hydrogen
bond connectivities. Coordinates for the amino acid residues and iron
atom for each model were extracted from the respective PDB file from
the Protein Data Bank. The model consisted of the iron center and
two hexapeptide chains, Cys6-Thr7-Val8-Cys9-Gly10-Tyr11 and Cys39-

Pro40-Leu41-Cys42-Gly43-Val44, each containing two cysteines ligated
to the iron. A PDB file was generated containing the coordinates of
the residues of interest plus Thr5 and Val38. InsightII (Molecular
Simulations) was employed to convert Thr7, Val8, and Leu41 into glycine
residues and to truncate residues 5 and 38 to formyl groups (by
converting their CR atoms to hydrogens) in order to retain a realistic
electronic environment for the N-terminus of each peptide chain. The
C-terminal residues of each chain, Val44 and Tyr11, were truncated to
N-methyl groups by converting their C′ and Câ atoms to hydrogens.
To simplify the model further, the Câ and Cγ atoms of Pro40 were
converted to hydrogens to yield anN-methylglycine residue. Once
completed, the simplified models contained a total of 104 atoms each.
The models were then converted toZ-matrix format using Xmol
(Network Computing Services, Inc., 1993) and visualized using
Molden.46

Basis Sets and Computational Strategy.Computational efficiency
was a particular concern with the 104-atom models. For systems of
this size, perturbative and multiconfigurational correlation methods were
impractical. Therefore, the spin-unrestricted B3LYP47 hybrid density
functional approach (as implemented in Gaussian 9448,49) was employed
for all calculations, allowing the effects of spin polarization and electron
correlation to be included at a reasonable computational cost. Our
results support previous conclusions that the B3LYP hybrid density
functional approach offers a good combination of accuracy and
computational efficiency,37 especially when used in combination with
the 6-311G** basis set.34

Using a locally dense methodology that places a greater number of
basis functions on atoms of particular interest and fewer basis functions
on those atoms of lesser importance may prove to be a cost saving
measure. Such a technique was not attempted here, because we were
investigating the utility of combining quantum chemical methods in
conjunction with X-ray crystallographic data in order to gain insight
into hyperfine interactions measured by NMR. Moreover, since electron
density is delocalized through several covalent and hydrogen bonds, it
seemed likely that the use of a well-balanced basis set is important in
achieving an accurate description of the overall delocalization pattern.
Achieving convergence on such a large model in a timely manner

required special measures. Two factors contributed to difficulties in
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Table 1. Regression Analysis of Experimental Chemical Shifts vs CalculatedFRâ (B3LYP/6-311G** 104-Atom Model). FRâ Calculated at
B3LYP/6-311G** from 104-Atom Models

calculation
2H 15N

104-atom model used
in the calculation and
its iron oxidation state

Fe(III) rubredoxin
structure (reference)a

level of the
calculation R2

slope (std dev)/
105 ppm au-1

intercept
(std dev)/ppm R2

slope (std dev)/
105 ppm au-1

intercept
(std dev)/ppm

5RXN-M, Fe(III) 5RXN (4, 5) B3LYP/6-311G** 0.94 2.49 (0.19) 43.6 (32.9) 0.93 2.37 (0.20) 162.4 (24.9)
5RXN-GRâ, Fe(III)b 5RXN (4, 5) B3LYP/6-311G** 0.95 2.24 (0.16) 42.6 (30.9) 0.94 2.41 (0.20) 157.0 (24.4)
1IRO-M, Fe(III) 1IRO (9) B3LYP/6-311G** 0.96 2.64 (0.17) 31.1 (28.0) 0.85 2.86 (0.38) 148.0 (39.2)
1IRO-GHN, Fe(III)c 1IRO (9) B3LYP/6-311G** 0.95 2.57 (0.19) 39.6 (31.9) 0.94 2.46 (0.20) 1336 (25.2)
4RXN-M, Fe(III) 4RXN (4, 5) B3LYP/6-311G** 0.95 2.61 (0.20) 48.3 (31.0) 0.96 2.38 (0.15) 144.8 (18.7)
4RXN-M, Fe(III) 4RXN (4, 5) B3LYP/3-21G** 0.97 3.62 (0.21) 22.7 (25.9) 0.85 1.28 (0.17) 309.1 (27.1)
4RXN-M, Fe(II)d 4RXN (4, 5) B3LYP/6-311G** 0.93 2.21 (0.19) 21.6 (13.4) 0.75 1.61 (0.29) 129.5 (32.1)
5RXN-M, Fe(II)d 5RXN (4, 5) B3LYP/6-311G** 0.94 2.13 (0.17) 19.3 (12.6) 0.72 1.51 (0.30) 137.8 (33.6)

a Protein Data Bank accession code for the X-ray structure used in generating the simplified structural model for the iron center.bGeometry-
optimized cysteineR andâ protons.cGeometry optimized backbone amide protons.dModel Fe(III) geometry used to calculate chemical shifts for
Fe(II) rubredoxin for comparison with experimental NMR data (see the text).
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convergence. The first obstacle to be overcome was a near degeneracy
in HOMO and LUMO energies, which led to oscillatory convergence
behavior. Such oscillations often can be damped by shifting the virtual
orbitals up in energy so as to break the near degeneracy. We found a
virtual orbital shift of 100 mhartrees sufficient to damp oscillations in
the convergence algorithm. The second factor contributing to difficulty
in wave function convergence was the poor initial semiempirical guess
by Gaussian 94 at the form of the final wave function. To minimize
the number of SCF iterations performed when using the 6-311G** basis
set (1380 basis functions), we bootstrapped from calculations performed
at lower levels of theory. This was done by reading in a converged
B3LYP/3-21G* wave function as the initial guess for a B3LYP/3-21G**
calculation, which was in turn read in as an initial guess for the final
calculation done at B3LYP/6-311G**. Therefore, at each step in the
calculation, hybrid density functional wave functions were used as initial
guesses instead of vastly inferior semiempirical guesses. The final
calculation of 20 SCF iterations required approximately 500 CPU hours
on a Silicon Graphics Onyx workstation (six 195 MHz R10000 CPUs).
Theory. The total observed chemical shift can be factored into

contributions from Fermi contact, diamagnetic, metal-centered dipolar
(metal-centered pseudocontact), and ligand-centered dipolar (ligand-
centered pseudocontact) terms as shown below:30

For systems containing high-spin iron, the Fermi contact termδcon

usually is much larger than the others.50,51 This separation in scale of
coupling strengths greatly reduces the complexity involved in analyzing
the hyperfine interaction by allowing one to neglect both the metal-
and ligand-centered pseudocontact terms. Furthermore, Kurland and
McGarvey have shown that the zero-field splitting parameterD typically
has a negligible effect on the Fermi contact coupling constant.50 Our
results indicate that these approximations hold adequately for oxidized
rubredoxin.
The chemical shiftδcon that results from a nonzero Fermi contact

contribution is proportional toAc, the scalar Fermi contact coupling
constant, andSc, the thermal average of the total electron spinS in the
direction of the magnetic field.

Sc is also referred to as theCurie spin52 and is defined in the high-
temperature approximation by

In these equations,p is Planck’s constant divided by 2π, γn is the
nuclear gyromagnetic ratio,B0 is the applied magnetic field,ge is the
free electrong-factor, µB is the Bohr magneton,k is Boltzmann’s
constant, andT is the absolute temperature.53

The hyperfine coupling constantAc is proportional to the spin state
Sand the difference in theR andâ spin densities at the nucleus

wherei is an index that runs over all occupied molecular orbitals and
is evaluated at the position (the origin or “0” of a local coordinate
system) of a nucleus of interest. Thecontact spin densityFRâ is defined
as

Substitution ofAc andSc into eq 2 yields the desired formula for the
contact NMR chemical shift30

expressed in terms of spin-up (ψi
+) and spin-down (ψi

-) molecular
orbitals which can be obtained from quantum chemical calculations.
Equations 1 and 6 can be written in the form

wherem, the coefficient of the theoretical spin density expressionFRâ

(in atomic units), is a collection of physical constants

andδres represents the residual contribution of noncontact terms (δdia

+ δMC
dip + δLC

dip) in eq 1. AtT ) 308 K, the theoretical value of the
coefficientm for oxidized rubredoxin (S) 5/2) is

and that for reduced rubredoxin (S) 2) is

Equations 9 and 10 show that a very small amount of net spin density
on a given nucleus will result in a large observable chemical shift for
both oxidized and reduced rubredoxin. For example, for an ordinary
hydrogenic 1s orbital with amplitude 1/π1/2 (in atomic units) at the
nuclear cusp, an imbalance as small as 1% in the density ofR andâ
spins should lead to contact chemical shifts on the order of

for an isotropicS) 5/2 system at 308 K.
It is known that contracted Gaussian basis functions, although

suitable for describing the valence region, cannot accurately describe
the nuclear cusp.54 Thus, evaluations ofδcon based directly on eq 6
are likely to incur a systematic overall error due to the incorrect
amplitudes ofψi

+ andψi
- at the nuclear cusp. This absolute error is

ordinarily of little chemical consequence, since the molecular orbitals
are expected to show the properVariations of cusp amplitude with
changes in chemical environment. However, this systematic error of
the Gaussian basis set results in a change in the “apparent” value of
the coefficientm in eq 8, with respect to its ideal theoretical value.
We can therefore account for this systematic difference by expressing
δtot as shown in eq 7 and finally comparemexp (obtained as the slope
in a direct linear regression fit with experimental hyperfine chemical
shifts) with the “ideal” values from eqs 9 and 10. Similarly, the
apparentδexp

res obtained as the intercept in such a regression can be
compared with the ideal diamagnetic shifts in order to assess the
importance of neglected dipolar contributions and other systematic error.
Data from the regression analysis of each model structure are given in
Table 1.

Results and Discussion

Hyperfine-Shifted 2H and 15N Signals of Fe(III) Rubre-
doxin. Figure 2 shows linear regression fits of the experimental
2H and15N chemical shifts of oxidized rubredoxin versus the
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301.
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(52) Gueron, M.J. Magn. Reson.1975, 19, 58-66.
(53) Standard values for the physical constants can be found at http://

physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/contents.html.
(54) Hehre, W. J.; Radon, L.; Schleyer, P.v. R.; Pople, J. A.Ab Initio

Molecular Orbital Theory; Wiley: New York, 1986; p 19.
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calculatedFRâ (for the 4RXN-M structure). The experimental
2H and15N chemical shifts were ranked in ascending order and
plotted against the ascending order of calculatedFRâ. Theoreti-
cal chemical shifts from the contact spin densities were not
calculated in this correlation to avoid the introduction of
assumptions. All15N resonances have been identified experi-
mentally by amino acid type, and a few have been assigned to
individual residues in the sequence (Xia, B., et al., manuscript
to be published elsewhere). In addition, for oxidized rubredoxin
resonance assignments to V8 and V44 have been made by
reference to the15N NMR spectrum of a chemically synthesized
rubredoxin containing15N only in the amide of V44 (unpublished
data). The cysteine2H signals have been classified as HR, Hâ2,
or Hâ3 on the basis of selective labeling of the protein.16 All
known information about residue type, atom type, and assign-

ment was imposed prior to ranking the calculatedFRâ with
experimental data. In no case did this procedure alter the
ordering of the cysteine HR, Hâ2, or Hâ3 chemical shifts, but in
some cases, it changed the order of correlation between
experimental15N chemical shifts and those calculated from
certain models (resulting in lower correlation coefficients).
The solid line in each of the graphs corresponds to a linear

regression fit of the data points, while the dashed line represents
a theoretical line with a slope (267 430 ppm) obtained from eq
7. The y-intercept for each plot in Figure 2 represents the
diamagnetic chemical shift (zero Fermi contact contribution)
with respect to the reference compound for the given nuclear
species, in all cases DSS, with indirect referencing for nuclei
other than1H.55 For Figure 2A, the theoreticaly-intercept for
the dotted line was obtained from a weighted average of HR

Table 2. Assignments for the Hyperfine Shifted2H and15N Peaks from OxidizedC. pasteurianumRubredoxina

2H chemical shift assignmentsb 15N chemical shift assignmentsc,d

structural model for the iron center structural model for the iron center
NMR data NMR data

2H shifts/ppm 4RXN-M
5RXN-M
5RXN-GRâ

1IRO-M
1IRO-GHN 15N shifts/ppm 4RXN-M 5RXN-M

1IRO-M
1IRO-GHN

-11.5 C39 HR C6 HR C39 HR -25.1 C42 C9 C42

-11.5 C6 HR C39 HR C6 HR -68.8 C9 C42 C9

150.4 C42 HR C9 HR C9 HR 305.9 G43 G10 G43

177.3 C9 HR C42 HR C42 HR 319.5 G10 G43 G10

376.9 C39 Hâ2 C39 Hâ2 C39 Hâ2 336.6 V44 V44 V44

406.7 C6 Hâ2 C6 Hâ2 C6 Hâ2 351.0 T7 T7 T7

437.0 C39 Hâ3 C39 Hâ3 C39 Hâ3 398.2 P40 P40 P40

478.5 C6 Hâ3 C6 Hâ3 C6 Hâ3 508.9 V8 V8 V8

520.6 C9 Hâ3 C9 Hâ3 C9 Hâ3 521.3 L41 L41 L41

557.4 C42 Hâ3 C42 Hâ3 C42 Hâ3 571.1 C6 C6 C39

771.7 C9 Hâ2 C9 Hâ2 C9 Hâ2 594.4 C39 C39 C6

771.7 C42 Hâ2 C42 Hâ2 C42 Hâ2 606.0 Y11 Y11 Y11

a Assignments take into account prior information about residue type, atom type, and assignment and provide maximal agreement with chemical
shift calculations (B3LYP/6-311G** 104-atom model).b All correlations are in agreement with prior assignment of1H and2H peaks of cysteines
to HR, Hâ2, and Hâ3 positions (but not to specific cysteine residues) by selective labeling.cUnderlined residue designations indicate correlations that
were altered in order to be consistent with experiments involving selectively labeled samples.dOnly the 5RXN-M and 5RXN-GRâ models were
affected by the V44 backbone15N resonance assignment.

Figure 2. Linear regression fits of experimental chemical shifts of the rubredoxin fromC. pasteurianum(in ppm) versusFRâ (au) calculated from
a 104-atom simplified model of the active site of the iron-sulfur protein (4RXN-M) used as input to Gaussian 94 with the iron as Fe(III). Atom
positions in this model were taken from one of the X-ray structures ofC. pasteurianumFe(III) rubredoxin (4RXN).4,5 The solid lines indicate best
fits to the data, and the dashed lines represent the theoretical slopes and intercepts. (A) CysteineR- andâ-2H chemical shifts assigned experimentally
to the HR (black circles), Hâ2 (open circles), and Hâ3 positions (gray circles). The best fit is in agreement with these assignments. (B) Backbone15N
chemical shifts. The best fit shown takes into account prior residue-specific assignments to T7, Y11, P40, and L41 (black squares) with V44 and V8

shown separately (gray squares), and identifications by residue type for the remaining15N NMR signals (open squares). The imposition of this
information forced less optimal correlations for theFRâ values for T7, V8, G10, L41, G43, and V44 (Table 2) with the experimental chemical shifts (and
hence degraded theR2 value for the fit).
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and Hâ chemical shifts for cysteine (3.6 ppm). The theoretical
y-intercept for the dotted lines in Figure 2B was obtained from
a weighted average of the average diamagnetic15N chemical
shifts for the amino acid types used in the model (118.7 ppm).
Values for the diamagnetic shifts were obtained from BioMag-
ResBank (URL: http://www.bmrb.wisc.edu/).56 Fit parameters
and chemical shift assignments derived from rankingFRâ are
summarized in Tables 1 and 2 for all model structures. Results
for individual types of nuclei are discussed below.
Cysteine2H Resonances of Fe(III) Rubredoxin. Figure 2A

shows a linear regression fit of the experimental cysteine2HR

and2Hâ chemical shifts vs the calculatedFRâ for the 4RXN-M
structure. Similar results were obtained with the other two
models (5RXN-M and 1IRO-M). The pairings of2H NMR
peaks with hydrogen atoms in the structure that yielded optimal
linear regressions were in full agreement with assignments
derived from selective labeling with [2Hâ2,â3]cysteine and chiral
labeling with [2Hâ2]cysteine. All three models were consistent
with the same assignments for the cysteine Hâ2 and Hâ3

resonances, but not for the cysteine HR resonances. These latter
differences are present despite the minor geometrical differences
between the models (0.063 Å RMS deviation between 1IRO-
M, 4RXN-M, and 5RXN-M structures at the HR, Hâ2, and Hâ3

positions). For all three model structures, the slopes are
systematically lower (by 5-10%) than predicted by eq 8, and
the y-intercepts are also significantly larger than the average
diamagnetic shift of 3.6 ppm.
Because all atoms of the model are in close proximity to the

iron center, the metal-centered pseudocontact contribution to
the chemical shift could be significant. Since the orientations
of the magnetic susceptibility andg tensors are unknown, an
exact value for the metal-centered pseudocontact shift cannot
be determined. Although the point-dipole approximation breaks
down for nuclei close to the iron, this approach can be used to
estimate the maximum value for the metal-centered pseudo-
contact contribution to the chemical shift.30

For oxidized rubredoxin,D ) 2.53 K,21 and for a closely
homologous rubredoxin,g⊥ ) (gx + gy)/2 ) 2.01 andg| ) gz
) 2.09.57 Taking T ) 308 K, the maximum chemical shifts
(at θ equal to 0) are found to be approximately 12 ppm for the
R proton positions (r ) 4.8 Å) and 43 ppm for theâ positions
(r ) 3.1 Å). These contributions, which are small relative to
the Fermi contact interaction, have magnitudes comparable to
the uncertainties in the intercepts atFRâ ) 0 (Table 1).
Contributions to observed chemical shifts from ligand-

centered dipolar interaction usually are assumed to be negligibly
small for one-electron atoms, because nearly all the electron
density resides in 1s orbitals, which have no orbital angular
momentum. Dipolar fields originating from net electron spin
density on surrounding nuclei can also make contributions to

the chemical shift of the protons, although theirnetcontribution
is likely to be small.
In summary, contributions to the chemical shift from sources

other than Fermi contact are expected to be small. The relative
significance of such effects may be larger for chemical shifts
of hydrogens inR positions than inâ positions. The calculations
reported here indicate that the sensitivity ofFRâ to small
structural perturbations is larger than that expected from
mechanisms other than Fermi contact; thus, slight errors in the
placement of the protons during the X-ray refinement process
may be a greater source of disagreement with experiment than
the neglect of other contributions to the chemical shift.

15N Resonances of Fe(III) Rubredoxin.The linear regres-
sion fit of experimental15N chemical shifts vs calculatedFRâ

for the 4RXN-M structure is shown in Figure 2B. The chemical
shift assignments for the three model structures are listed in
Table 2, and the fitted parameters are given in Table 1. It should
be noted the greater number of missed assignments for15N
resonances compared to2H is likely to be primarily due to the
greater number of accumulated errors in nitrogen positions in
comparison to the cysteine hydrogens. Models derived from
the two coordinate sets deposited by Watenpaugh and co-
workers (4RXN and 5RXN) yielded calculated shifts that agreed
closely with experiment, whereas that from the independently
determined structure (1IRO) yielded chemical shifts that showed
significantly poorer correlation (R2 ) 0.85) with experiment.
The reason for the poor correlation of the one model with
experiment is discussed below; discussion here is restricted to
results with the 4RXN-M (R2 ) 0.96) and 5RXN-M (R2 ) 0.93)
structures.
Interestingly, the optimal assignment of15N chemical shifts

was different for two of the structural models for Fe(III)
rubredoxin (4RXN and 5RXN): rankings were swapped for two
residue pairs: Gly43 and Gly10, and Cys42 and Cys9 (Table 2).
Thus, the independent assignment of these signals is of critical
interest, since it will allow further refinement of the correlations.
In addition, the calculated spin density for Val8 is less than that
of Val44 for the 5RXN-M structure in disagreement with
experiment. Imposing the correct order on the valine assign-
ments before fitting lowered theR2 slightly (from 0.94 to 0.93).
We are in the process of synthesizing rubredoxin peptides with
individual glycine and cysteine labels to resolve the remaining
uncertainties in the resonance assignments.
Effects of Optimizing the Positions of the Cysteiner- and

â-Hydrogen Atoms. In the refinement of the X-ray structures
of Fe(III) rubredoxin used in this study, the authors had
positioned each hydrogen on the basis of the coordinates of the
heavy-atom framework. They then employed the resulting
structural model in calculating the structure factors. To
investigate possible errors introduced by this method, the bond
angles and distances for theR- and â-hydrogens of the four
cysteines in the 5RXN-M simplified model were optimized at
B3LYP/3-21G* while the remaining atoms in the model cluster
were held fixed. This procedure led to very small changes in
the coordinates for the hydrogen atoms in the resulting model,
5RXN-GRâ. TheFRâ values calculated from model 5RXN-GRâ

(with optimized positions for cysteineR- and â-hydrogens)
correlated only slightly better with the experimental2H NMR
chemical shifts than those from the unoptimized model (Table
1), and the refinement had only small effects on values for the
fitted slope and intercept (Table 1). Interestingly, the quality
of the 15N fit improved slightly after optimizing the cysteine
R- andâ-hydrogens.

(55) Wishart, D. S.; Bigam, C. G.; Yao, J.; Abildgaard, F.; Dyson, H.
J.; Oldfield, E.; Markley, J. L.; Sykes, B. D.J. Biomol. NMR1995, 6, 135-
140.

(56) Ulrich, E. L.; Argentar, D. R.; Manabat, N. C.; Ioannidis, Y. E.;
Livny, M.; Markley, J. L.FASEB J.1997, 11, 1553.

(57) Hearshen, D. O.; Hagen, W. R.; Sands, R. H.; Grande, H. J.; Crespi,
H. L.; Gunsalus, I. C.; Dunham, W. R.J. Magn. Reson.1986, 69, 440-
459.
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Effect of Optimizing the Positions of the Backbone Amide
Hydrogens in the 1IRO Structural Model. Attempts were
made to identify the reason results calculated from the model
derived from the 1IRO X-ray structure gave much poorer
agreement with experiment than those derived from the 4RXN
and 5RXN structures (Table 1). The three structures were
superimposed on each other in Insight II (Molecular Simula-
tions), and the RMS deviations between various atomic coor-
dinates and bond distances were calculated. Although the
coordinates for the backbone heavy atoms were quite similar
(RMS deviation for nitrogen of 0.042 Å), the 1IRO structure
showed a systematic difference in the backbone amide proton
to nitrogen bond distances. This distance for all such protons
in the 1IRO structure was approximately 0.86 Å, considerably
smaller than the average value of 1.00 Å found in the 4RXN
and 5RXN structures. Consequently, the bond lengths and
angles of the eleven backbone amide protons (excluding Pro40

which has no amide proton) of all three simplified models were
optimized at B3LYP/3-21G* while the coordinates of the other
atoms were held fixed. Not surprisingly, the bond lengths of
the optimized protons converged to an average length of 1.02
Å in close agreement with the 4RXN and 5RXN structures,
while the bond angles changed little (RMS deviation in position
of 0.109 Å). The structural model resulting from this refinement
of model 1IRO-M model is denoted 1IRO-GHN.
CalculatedFRâ values derived from model 1IRO-GHN cor-

related significantly better with experimental15N chemical shifts
(R2 ) 0.94) than values derived from the nonoptimized 1IRO-M
model (R2 ) 0.85). This result indicates that these calculations
are capable of detecting and rectifying errors in the molecular
structures of paramagnetic molecules.
Hyperfine-Shifted 2H and 15N Signals of Fe(II) Rubre-

doxin. No high-resolution structure of reducedC. pasteurianum
rubredoxin is currently available. As a first approximation, the
models that gave the best fit to the experimental NMR data for
Fe(III) rubredoxin (5RXN and 4RXN) were used in calculating
FRâ for Fe(II) rubredoxin. Although the correlation with2H
chemical shifts (Figure 3A) was nearly as good as that obtained
for Fe(III) rubredoxin, that for15N chemical shifts (Figure 3B)
was clearly worse. The optimal ranking of2H chemical shifts

also was in agreement with the atom type identifications derived
from selective labeling.16 We interpret this as indicating that
the positions of the cysteine ligand side chain atoms do not
change significantly when Fe(III) rubredoxin is reduced; on the
other hand, the poor fit of the15N data suggests the existence
of conformational differences or other small structural variations
between the oxidized and reduced rubredoxin that affect the
positions of backbone nitrogens. We consider it highly desirable
that these calculations be repeated when coordinates for the
reduced X-ray crystal structure are made available.
Hyperfine-Shifted 13C Resonances of Fe(II) and Fe(III)

Rubredoxin. Table 4 contains the predicted chemical shifts
for both oxidized and reduced cysteine carbons. Of these, only
signals from the13Câ nuclei in reduced Fe(II) rubredoxin have

Figure 3. Linear regression fits of experimental chemical shifts of the rubredoxin fromC. pasteurianum(ppm) versusFRâ (au) calculated from a
104-atom simplified model of the active site of the iron-sulfur protein (4RXN-M) used as input to Gaussian 94 with the iron as Fe(II). Atom
positions in this model were taken from one of the X-ray structures ofC. pasteurianumFe(III) rubredoxin (4RXN).4,5 The solid lines indicate the
fits to the data, and the dashed lines represent the theoretical slopes and intercepts. (A) CysteineR- andâ-2H chemical shifts assigned experimentally
to the HR (black circles), Hâ2 (open circles), and Hâ3 positions (gray circles). The best fit is in agreement with these assignments. (B) Backbone15N
chemical shifts. The best fit shown takes into account prior residue-specific assignments to T7, Y11, P40, and L41 (black squares) and identifications
by residue type for the remaining15N NMR signals (open squares). The imposition of this information forced less optimal correlations for theFRâ

values for C6, V8, Y11, C39, P40, and L41 (Table 3) with the experimental chemical shifts (and hence degraded theR2 value for the fit).

Table 3. Assignments for the Hyperfine Shifted2H and15N Peaks
from ReducedC. pasteurianumRubredoxina

2H chemical shift assignmentsb 15N chemical shift assignmentsc

NMR data NMR datastructural model
for the iron center

structural model
for the iron center2H shift/

ppm 4RXN-M 5RXN-M
15N shift/
ppm 4RXN-M 5RXN-M

-0.4 C42 HR C42 HR -17.3 C42 C9

-0.4 C9 HR C9 HR 6.5 C9 C42

10.9 C39 HR C6 HR 217.5 G43 G10

18.6 C6 HR C39 HR 217.5 G10 G43

157.0 C6 Hâ2 C39 Hâ2 262.8 V44 V8

158.6 C39 Hâ2 C6 Hâ2 271.4 P40 P40

193.4 C39 Hâ3 C39 Hâ3 274.1 T7 T7

196.0 C6 Hâ3 C6 Hâ3 287.4 C6 C39

233.0 C9 Hâ3 C9 Hâ3 311.9 C39 C6

233.0 C42 Hâ3 C42 Hâ3 381.6 Y11 Y11

243.7 C9 Hâ2 C9 Hâ2 419.6 L41 L41

251.3 C42 Hâ2 C42 Hâ2 477.7 V8 V44

aAssignments take into account prior information about residue type,
atom type, and assignment and provide maximal agreement with
chemical shifts calculations (B3LYP/6-311G** 104-atom model).b All
correlations are in agreement with prior assignment of1H and2H peaks
of cysteines to HR, Hâ2, and Hâ3 positions (but not to specific cysteine
residues) by selective labeling.cUnderlined residue designations
indicate assignments that were altered in order to be consistent with
experiments involving selectively labeled samples.
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been resolved. The correlations of chemical shifts with residues
shown in Table 4 will be tested by residue selective labeling.
New strategies will be used in attempts to locate the other13C
resonances.
Transmission of Fermi Contact Interactions across Hy-

drogen Bonds. The role of hydrogen bonds to iron ligated
sulfurs as electron delocalization pathways is illustrated by the
nitrogen of Tyr11, which is hydrogen bonded to the sulfur of
Cys9. This nitrogen exhibits the largest calculatedFRâ and the
shortest hydrogen bond to sulfur. Since the nitrogen of Tyr11

is eight covalent bonds from the iron center, the mechanism
for generating the large netR electron spin density at this atom
clearly must be delocalization through the amide hydrogen bond
to sulfur. Similar effects were observed in NMR studies of
cadmium- and mercury-substitutedPyrococcus furiosusrubre-
doxins, in which it was found that backbone amide protons
hydrogen bonded to cysteine sulfurs exhibited scalar coupling
to the metal nucleus (113Cd and 199Hg).58 Strong evidence
suggests that the scalar coupling is electron orbital mediated.
On structural grounds, the residues that give rise to hyperfine

shifted nitrogen signals can be separated into four groups. The
first group consists of cysteines or residues that immediately
follow cysteine whose HN is not hydrogen bonded to Sγ or O
of cysteine (Cys6, Thr7, Cys39, and Pro40). The second consists
of residues that immediately follow cysteine in the protein
sequence and whose HN is hydrogen bonded to O of a cysteine
(Gly10 and Gly43). The third group consists of cysteines whose
HN is hydrogen bonded to Sγ of another cysteine (Cys9 and
Cys42). The fourth group consists of residues other than cysteine
whose HN is hydrogen bonded to Sγ of a cysteine (Val8, Tyr11,
Leu41, and Val44). A clear symmetry exists in these groupings
as shown in Figure 1.
The fourth group (that consisting of Val8, Tyr11, Leu41, and

Val44) is of particular interest because their backbone nitrogens
exhibit large isotope shifts to lower frequency (upfield) when
the nitrogen-bound protons are replaced by deuterons.59 For
these residues a strong linear relationship is found forFRâ and
the distance between the hydrogen-bonded proton and the sulfur
(Figure 4). Because an analogous relationship does not exist
betweenFRâ and the sulfur-to-nitrogen distance, the orientation
of the nitrogen-to-proton bond vector with respect to the sulfur
appears to have minimal effect on the amount of orbital overlap.
The electron density is being delocalized from a lone pair orbital

on the sulfur to the nitrogen by way of the hydrogen in the
hydrogen bond. The insensitivity to bond vector orientation is
postulated to be caused by rough spherical symmetry in the
sulfur electron donor and electron accepting nitrogen-to-proton
antibondingσ* orbitals over the range of angles presented in
the crystal structures.

Conclusions

In this paper we have shown how Fermi contact spin densities
in an iron sulfur protein can be calculated from a simplified
structural model derived from a protein X-ray structure by means
of an efficient, hybrid density functional treatment employing
a large basis set. Chemical shifts calculated directly from these
results, with no empirical adjustment, gave remarkably good
agreement with experiment. It is encouraging that the calcula-
tions made a strong distinction between cysteine nitrogens
shifted to higher frequency (downfield) and to lower frequency
(upfield). The model structures yielded negativeFRâ for the
nitrogens of both Cys9 and Cys42, suggesting that the shifts to
lower frequencies (upfield) are not due to pseudocontact shifts.
Because the metal site contains a large excess ofpositiVe spin
density arising from the five unpairedR electrons formally on
the iron atom, the finding ofnegatiVe spin density at these
nitrogen nuclei is counterintuitive. The excellent agreement
between the experimental chemical shifts from Fe(II) rubredoxin
in solution and those calculated from models based on the X-ray
structures indicates that the structure of the region around the
metal center is very similar in solution and in the crystals.
As stated above, it is likely that the geometry of the iron-

coordinated cysteines is very similar in Fe(III) and Fe(II)
rubredoxin. A comparison of X-ray crystal structures of
oxidized and reducedP. furiosusrubredoxin indicated that the
most significant structural change occurring in close proximity
to the iron center was an increase in iron-to-sulfur bond distances
by an average of 0.04 Å.60 This comparison also showed a
decrease in the amide proton-to-sulfur H-bond distances by an
average 0.09 Å upon reduction, while a molecular dynamics
study predicted that many of the structural differences between
oxidized and reduced forms of rubredoxin are localized in the
region surrounding the Fe-S center.61 This is in agreement

(58) Blake, P. R.; Lee, B.; Summers, M. F.; Adams, M. W. W.; Park, J.
B.; Zhou, Z. H.; Bax, A.J. Biomol. NMR1992, 2, 527.

(59) Xia, B.; Wilkens, S. J.; Westler, W. M.; Markley, J. L.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.1998, 120, 4893-4894.

(60) Day, M. W.; Hsu, B. T.; Joshua-Tor, L.; Park, J.-B.; Zhou, Z. H.;
Adams, M. W. W.; Rees, D. C.Protein Sci.1992, 1, 1494-1507.

(61) Shenoy, V. S.; Ichiye, T.Proteins: Struct., Funct., Genet.1993,
17, 152-160.

Table 4. Predicted Hyperfine Contact Shifts for Cysteine Carbons
in Oxidized and ReducedC. pasteurianumRubredoxina

oxidized reducedb

residue

CR

shift/
ppm

Câ

shift/
ppm

C′
shift/
ppm

CR

shift/
ppm

Câ

shift/
ppmc

C′
shift/
ppm

cysteine 6 2496 338 -41 1767 288 (327) -23
cysteine 9 1225 1033 -60 647 -928 (-939) -22
cysteine 39 2181 305 -37 1549 -127 (-36) -30
cysteine 42 1386 1228 -66 709 -761 (-755) -19

aContact shifts (ppm) for oxidized rubredoxin are 267 430 times
theFRâ obtained from B3LYP/6-311G**. Shifts for reduced rubredoxin
used 229 230 as the multiplier.bReduced Fe(II)FRâ values were
calculated for the oxidized Fe(III) structure (5RXN4,5) by changing the
oxidation state in the input to Gaussian 94.c Shifts in parentheses are
experimentally observed values. Assignments to specific cysteine
residues shown were based on a simple ranking of the shifts. Figure 4. Relationship between the calculated values ofFRâ (au) for

V8, Y11, L41, and V44 and the backbone amide proton to cysteine sulfur
bond distances in the structural models used in the calculations (Å):
4RXN-M (black circles), 5RXN-M (open circles), and 1IRO-GHN (gray
circles).
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with results from a recent NMR study of the diamagnetic region
of rubredoxin: the largest chemical shift differences between
Fe(II) Rdx and Fe(III) Rdx were found to occur at residues
adjacent to the hyperfine shifted CXXCGX regions.28,29 Indi-
vidual changes for atoms in the cluster may be small. However,
small changes coupled together can have a large impact on the
electronic structure and thus the observed isotropic shift.
Likely sources of residual differences between calculation

and experiment include incomplete assignments (to be remedied
by additional experimentation), the use of oversimplified basis
sets (to be approached through more extensive computations),
errors in the atomic coordinates of the starting models (to be
evaluated through additional refinement of X-ray structures),
and the neglect of contributions to the chemical shift other than
the random coil diamagnetic shifts and Fermi contact paramag-
netic shifts.
Deviations between calculated spin densities and experimental

NMR data in rubredoxin could result from the neglect of
motions in the calculations. Atom positions determined by
single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis represent time-averaged
positions. It is conceivable that the time average of spin
densities over the range of vibrationally accessible atom
positions would be significantly different from that calculated
from a single average position. Such differences would enter
into the uncertainties as a systematic error.
Inadequacies in the basis set are likely to be the largest source

of error in the calculation. At the B3LYP/3-21G** level the
R2 for backbone nitrogens (0.85) is significantly worse than that
(0.96) obtained at the higher 6-311G** level (Table 1).

Moreover, the slope for the15N data in the 3-21G** basis level
is less than half the theoretical value.
Unlike pure density functional methods, the hybrid density

functional methods such as B3LYP are well-behaved over a
wide range of chemical systems for calculating Fermi contact
spin densities.34 However, like pure density functional methods,
hybrid density functionals do not obey the variation principle
as do pureab initiomethods. Thus, one cannot guarantee that
increasing the number of basis functions will result in an
improvement of the quality of the wave function and Fermi
contact spin densities. It is highly probable that improvements
in the basis set would result in greater agreement with
experiment, but it is difficult to judge when these improvements
would become large enough to justify the additional computation
time.
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